NEW ARRIVALS

Edward Duff, The Vineyard, 2021, oil on canvas, 18 x 24 in // LINK

Edward Duff’s landscape paintings are a record of moments encountered. These
striking scenes are not only visual experiences but also they conjure emotions
and memories -- far beyond communicating through words. Edward works in
both a studio environment and plein air, painting predominantly in oil on paper,
canvas and wood panels. We've worked with him since the beginning of G A&D
and are excited to share new work with you!

HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL
Justin N. Kim uses horizontal and
vertical lines to show how “everyone
and everything is connected.” We are
similar but not quite identical. Notice
some lines are distressed to emphasize
our differences.

Justin N. Kim, The Visualization of Going at
Your Own Pace, oil on canvas, 20 x 24 in //
LINK

Justin N. Kim, Somewhere in this Business,
This has Happened Before, oil on canvas, 42
x 36 in // LINK

See Kim's
Work

GLOSSY DOTS

Stephanie Henderson, Glossy Dots, acrylic on paper, 40 x 30 in, each // LINK

Stephanie Henderson's work reveals
focus and precision paired with a
passion for bold, saturated COLOR.
Works available on paper or on panel.

You choose your preferred medium!

Stephanie Henderson, Dot, acrylic on paper,
30 x 22 in // LINK

SEE STEPHANIE'S WORK

KEEP THE COLOR COMING
The color green promotes safety and
tranquility. Red enhances metabolism.
Orange increases oxygen to the brain and
stimulates mental activity.
Color is all around us and impacts us in so
many ways, emotionally and even
physically. Welcome these colorful works
into your home and onto your walls!

Susan H. Silverman, Matisse, acrylic on
canvas, 30 x 40 in // LINK

Mary Singleton, Melting of the Sun , acrylic on
canvas, 30 x 40 in // LINK

Julian Brown, Serso Spectrum ‘ Yellow
Lake’, watercolor on paper, 17 x 13.5 in
// LINK
Maria Lündstrom, Treelife III, acrylic on paper,
17.7 x 20 in // LINK

JOKE OF THE WEEK

Browse Our Complete Inventory

Goetze Art & Design is a Memphis-based, curated gallery-on-the-go. We
connect our clients to extraordinary artists both in the United States and
globally while providing unparalleled art concierge services, including
consignments and in-home viewings. Connect with us:
www.goetzeartanddesign.com
goetzeartanddesign@gmail.com



